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The Brown Elephant is rattling and
banging in the 40 kt winds today,
so finally some down time in which
to  write my magazine article. It is
also the time when I look back at the
season and think about all the things
that have happened at Lasham in 2017.
The first thing that always come to mind
is the European Championships, and
how we delivered a successful
competition and alongside it provided
club flying during the three week period.

While on the subject of the EGC, I would
also like to thank all of the staff and
volunteers who made the competition

such a great success, and I can only describe their efforts over the
three weeks, as going above and beyond the call of duty.

Motor-glider operations
Normally at this time of year I try to encourage members to try some
motor-glider flying, as a means of keeping current over the winter,
or as an option for adding a rating to the licence. As well encouraging
their use in the winter, I would also like to give some guidance on
operating motor-gliders at Lasham.

Our busiest form of launching at Lasham is the winch operation, and
it is vital that when you are operating any kind of powered aircraft
that your flying fits in, and does not come into conflict with the cables.
So here are the guidelines that I would like powered operations to
follow.

1) Operating area. When the main launch-point is set up on the
main runway all motorglider/power operations should take place from

the “North side centre grass”. This reduces the amount of traffic in
the most commonly used landing areas.

2) Radio calls. There are two things you need to think about before
you call the launch-point.

The first thing is timing. Have a look at the launch-point, and if you
see the wings of the glider at the front of the winch launch line are
level, if they are then please wait, as the launch marshal is probably
busy, and your call is a distraction. It is also important that you only
call when you are sure that it is clear on the approach as you are
responsible for the “all clear above and behind”

The second is know what you are going to ask for and what response
you will get. Adopting the standard phrase “Hotel Xray ready for
departure” would normally be used at a licensed airfield to request
clearance for take-off. At Lasham we can only pass limited information
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to the pilot of an aircraft, so all you will get back is “cables on the
ground” or “Cable in the air”. You are  responsible for ensuring that
your take-off will not come into conflict with any landing glider.

When you have been told that the cable is on the ground, please
remember that we may be holding a winch launch for you, so it is
not the time to have a conversation with your passenger, or taxi
slowly out from the perimeter track. If you are told that the cable is
on the ground, then you should be in a position to line up, apply the
power and go.

New gliders on the club fleet
Over the last 12 months we have purchased a new ASK21 with a new
trailer, a second Grob 102 single seater to replace the damaged one,
and also a Duo Discus XLT as a replacement for the DG 1000. A back
of the envelope calculation works out that we have spent around
£250,000 on new toys.

The only thing I ask club members to do is treat the club gliders and
equipment in the same way they would do if it was their own glider.
When you bring the glider back to the hangar you should wash it and
then put it away.

While on the subject of putting the glider away. If you have written
in the DI book that there is a defect, or you have signed the glider
U/S, it is vital that you tell someone. The first point of contact is the
workshop, and if they are not available, come and find myself or Ed.
If the above fails then email the workshop
engineering@lasham.org.uk

EASA  Power-licence deadlines
For a number of years now we have had the deadlines for the
transition to EASA licensing deferred, and because of this, it is easy
to think that it may never happen. Well, the deadline for power
licensing has been set for 8 April 2018, and this one, I am afraid, will
not move.

So what does it mean for someone who flies an aircraft with an
engine? After 8 April 2018 you will need an EASA license to fly an
EASA powered aircraft. This includes the Robin DR 400, Pawnee and
the Falke. If you only fly Annex II aircraft, then you can carry on
using your UK PPL or NPPL.

There is a conversion process already in place that allows you to
change your  licences and transfer your ratings across to the new
one.  You can either do it on-line, by post or in person at the CAA.

I could probably write a large article about the licensing options, and
things you might need to get sorted before applying for the new EASA
licence, but I think the more straightforward option would be to come
and have a chat with me before filling in the form.
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Sailplane licences
It is hoped that the requirement to hold an EASA license to fly
sailplanes will have its April deadline moved to 2020. More info will
be issued shortly depending on what happens with the imminent
decision in the European parliament.

Bookable training seven days a week over the winter
Throughout the winter we will be running bookable flying training on
most days. It is available for any training from pre-solo and post-solo
training and check flights. We run a morning and afternoon session,
which guarantees you and one other student get an instructor, and
glider for that period. So to book,  call the office or check availability
using the link from the Lasham web site
www.lashambookings.co.uk
The user name is your membership number and the password for
student log in is still the same (ask the office, if you do not know)

Ridge flying
We had a number of good ridge days last winter, with a couple of
members clocking up some fast 300-400km flights. So if you do not
mind the cold keep an eye out for the winter North easterlies when
you are watching the BBC weather, and go and have some fun.

One other option to be aware of is using one of Lasham’s high
performance two-seaters and splitting the cost with a mate or even
a group of people. Three hours on the South Down’s ridge and a crew
change at Parham makes for a reasonably-priced fun days flying.

Winter lectures
We are planning a series of winter lectures starting in January, and
in to February to help you study and pass the Bronze written ground
exams. There will also be a couple of lectures which cover the subjects
in EASA PPL exam, as there is a lot of cross-over with the two

disciplines. So if you are in need of that extra push to pass the exam,
then this is for you.

The lectures will be on a Sunday afternoon starting at 5pm. They will
last about 2 hours with a tea-break half-way through. The dates for
these lectures will be announced shortly via email, and on the notice
board

Jaca spring expedition 12 March - 7 April
Start the season early with some mountain and wave flying in one
of Lasham’s two-seaters with an experienced instructor. It is a great
introduction to mountain soaring with an excellent weather record in
March and April.

We will be taking a Duo and the ASK 21 to Spain for 4 weeks. Each
expedition week starts on a Monday and runs until the Saturday. Full
details will be sent to members at the end of October, and the booking
list will be opened in the Lasham office on Sat 11 November.  There
are four places per week.
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G’s Soaring week 22-27 April
Over the last few years G has run soaring coaching weeks at various
clubs around the UK, and in 2018 he will be running an early season
week at Lasham. There will be briefings and two seater coaching each
day. More details and booking info will be emailed to members in
January.

Serres in the French Alps  14 May – 22 June
These are mountain training weeks where you will again be flying
with experienced instructors. Come and enjoy one of the best soaring
areas in Europe, and learn to fly in the mountains safely.

With an instructor/student ratio of 2:1 and long flying days in May
and June, it is a good way to pack in some concentrated flying and
become comfortable flying in a spectacular playground.

Full details will be sent to members at the beginning of December
and the booking list will be opened in the Lasham office on Sat 20
January.

Junior Nationals and Lasham Regionals 18 -26 Aug
Why not try your hand at competition in our regionals and see how
you do racing against your mates? Either way it is a fun week with
excellent facilities and organization to ensure you make the most of
the weather, which in previous years has been excellent at that time
of year. More details will be sent out shortly through the Lasham
office.

Aboyne  30 Sep – 19 Oct
The 2017 Aboyne expedition had three weeks of excellent wave flying
with lots of flights above 10,000ft and a good number up to  20,000ft.
It is a great way to extend the season and bag a Gold and Diamond

height. Aboyne is one of the few places in Europe that has a wave
box that allows flights above FL 195.

We will have both two seat and a single seat Lasham gliders available
for expedition members to fly, and all will be equipped with oxygen
for high wave climbs. Once again we will have two houses near the
airfield for expedition members to stay in.

Happy flying.

CFI Lasham Gliding Society
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accidental damage anonymously. There will be no follow-up to
identify the reporter. The sole purposes are to learn from incidents
and to fix a potentially dangerous problem. Gavin Spink
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David Ince was a
pilot who excelled in
both combat and as
a competitive glider
pilot.

He flew Typhoons with
No. 193 and No. 257
Squadrons, from
Normandy until the
end of hostilities in
Europe. He completed
150 sorties. The
Typhoons were often
used for risky ground
attacks on heavily

defended targets. 51 Typhoon pilots were lost in the Battle of
Normandy alone. 150 of the 450 Typhoon pilots would be lost
by the war’s end, some summarily executed on capture by the
SS.

Typhoons were also used for even more hazardous target
reconnaissance photography. He was awarded an immediate
DFC for a photo reconnaissance sortie following the attack on
the Gestapo Headquarters in Rotterdam in November 1944. He
had been almost shot down and had landed despite being partly
blinded by leaking oil.

In early 1945 he designed a long focus camera that pointed
forward through a cannon aperture in a wing's leading edge. It
was aligned using the gun-sight. It was no longer necessary to
fly straight and level for the downward-looking cameras or to
orbit the target for oblique shots.

On an attack near Nijmegen, he was hit with debris which caused
two bombs to fail to drop. He landed with these bombs still
attached and discovered that the detonator pistols were hanging
free. The slightest jar would have blown the aircraft to pieces.

Originally he had been commissioned in the Royal Artillery in
1940 because he had failed the eyesight standards for aircrew.
However he managed to pass a wartime RAF medical board at
his third attempt.  He trained in Canada, where he was top of
his class at a Service Flying Training School at Calgary.

He found a shop that could make up sun-glasses to his
prescription with frames that looked like the standard service
issue, and so he solved the problem of flying in spectacles
without being found out. He was trained to fly Hurricanes,
Mustangs and Spitfires before being assigned to Hawker
Typhoons. He rose to the rank of Acting Sq/Ldr, when he was
the last Officer Commanding of No. 193 Squadron at the end of
the war.

He took a leading part in trials, demonstrations and the early
operational use of napalm. In the closing stages of the war in
1945 he was leading No. 193 Squadron on shipping strikes in
the Baltic. He was one of the pilots ordered to sink a group of
four ships near Lubeck, including the Cap Arcona, unaware that
they were laden with 10,000 prisoners from concentration
camps.  When David was interviewed in 2000, he said: "If you
are in war, then these things happen. You try yourself to stop
them happening. But it is the penalty of going to war, part of
the downside, and part of the evil. Try as you will, you cannot
stop it." He was assessed as exceptional as a fighter-bomber
pilot when his squadron was disbanded in August 1945.

David Ince with his two daughters at
his 90th birthday party



He graduated from the Empire Test Pilots' School in 1946 and
then he finished his studies in Mechanical Engineering at
Glasgow University.  However he was unable to continue with
test flying because of chronic sinusitis.

To compensate for the loss of his flying career, he took up gliding
in 1950 and was soon the Chief Flying Instructor of the Midland
Gliding Club. He became a regular member of the squad for the
British Gliding Team between 1952 and 1960 and flew in the
National Championships over 27 years. He became National
Aerobatic Champion in 1958 and did many displays including
one at the Farnborough Air Show. He helped develop and test
the gliders produced by Elliotts of Newbury from 1949 to 1968.
He broke several UK records and was the first to fly over 500km
in a straight line in the UK (Lavenham to Land’s End). He was
a council member of the British Gliding Association for 21 years.

David Henry Gason Ince was born 23 March 1921 in Glasgow.
He was educated at Kelvinside Academy and went on to Aysgarth
School, Yorkshire, and then Cheltenham College.

He worked for Elliott’s mainly involving flight control systems,
working on the projects for the Lightning, Buccaneer, Blue Steel
and BAC 1-11. He was part of the international negotiations for
the systems to be fitted on Concorde where he witnessed some
extraordinary manoeuvring by vested interests, plus bickering
between prima donnas, most notably involving politicians such
as Duncan Sandys and Denis Healey.

He became managing director of Bryans Ltd transforming it into
a specialist scientific instrument maker, and finally for eleven
years he was a director of the Gascoigne Group, marketing
livestock equipment internationally. He bought a farm near Old

Basing in Hampshire where his wife and daughters, all keen
equestrians, could train their horses. After his wife died, he
became increasingly involved with St Mary's Church at Easton,
near Winchester, where he became a lay pastor and a long
serving member of the PCC and the deanery synod. After giving
up gliding in 1998, he took up fly-fishing and painting. He wrote
two autobiographies: Brotherhood of the Skies and In Combat
and Competition.

In 1954 he married Joanne "Anne" Burton, a PR and advertising
executive. She soon became her husband's gliding crew. His
wife died in 1993 but he is survived by his two daughters:
Virginia and Rosalind. David Ince DFC died 2 August 2017.

JMcC
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David founded the Entente Cordiale Trust to preserve the
history of the Typhoon squadrons and to develop links with
Euro-fighter Typhoon squadrons and was active in a project to
create an air-worthy Typhoon.
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Although I have flown 332 types of
aircraft, I always took the opportunity
to fly something new.

For example, I once had a go at a Supercub
seaplane in Florida. It was interesting
because water has currents.

When landing and taking off, even just
taxiing, sometimes there can be strong
currents in quite a limited area and so

there's a lot to learn about the sea  for the average pilot. There are
things you mustn't do in a seaplane that you can do in an ordinary
light aeroplane when taxiing.

I wish I had flown
an autogyro,
though I had a
little go in a
helicopter, with
about a half-hour
flying and some
hovering and
landings and take-
offs so  I think I
could have picked
it up pretty
quickly, I think, if
I had to.

Although people may remark that I flew many types of aircraft, I
would like to think I will be remembered for creating structure
throughout a pupil’s instruction. This has had a big effect on the safety
of our sport.

I am also proud of my efforts to stop low-g accidents. These accidents
caused by pilots being super-sensitive to reductions in g which makes
them do silly things, like dive vertically in from 1,000 feet. Of course
the crashes could have be suicides, but it seemed to me that it was
someone experiencing a sensation that made them want to push the
stick forward and to keep pushing with their head-back. They just
seemed to get scared and freeze.

Before I left Detling and moved to Lasham, I had a fatal crash to
investigate in one of our ATC schools where it went in vertically from
800-900 feet. After that, I heard of three or four similar incidents.
The first was an early pilot, but I've known some with 50 or 60 hours
do the same thing.

One hit the ground, while another pulled up at the last moment and
then got down, but broke the aeroplane. They were convinced I think
that the aircraft had stalled.

When we came to investigate the cause of the accident, we  asked
around and so began to discover there were not just  a few accidents,
but quite a number of similar events in many countries. I got letters
from Japan saying they had had four or five incidents only a few years.
I therefore decided to wrote a  monograph: Sub-gravity sensations
and gliding accidents (1994)

There is no doubt that some people are extremely sensitive to low g.
You would think they are having an epileptic fit in the cockpit and they
do not want to fly. We had a college student,  who was very sensitive.
We gave her to one of the group leaders. We did not let her fly with
anyone else. They are very dangerous to anyone else.

I have never said "You are not suitable for flying" . She spent probably
six months of flying almost every weekend with the same instructor.
He got her cleared. The interesting thing about that was, she stopped
flying, then came back three years later to check, and she was still

The Gliding Heritage
Centre sent Paul Haliday,
Geoff Martin & Mike
Philpott to interview Derek
Piggott lin 2015 to start a
video archive. This is the
fifth section taken from the
transcript. Last time Derek
talked about gliders. This
is about his achievements.

The Piggott Interviews  - 6
Conclusion

Supercub with floats



alright and had overcome it. The answer was the training, very
gradually getting them used to doing these sorts of manoeuvres.

Since then, I have been able to help some other very nervous pilots.
I used to do gentle stalls and gradually increase them until they were
full stalls. You might think a spin would even harder for them to deal
with, oddly enough you do not get much sensation in a spin once it
starts.

Even though some of them do not mind spinning, they still dislike
lowering the nose quickly. You should just show them what causes a
sensation like driving over a hump-backed bridge. For most people a
slight reduction of g is exciting.

The odd thing about it was that powered aeroplane pilots do not seem
to have any problems. However we got a lot of aeroplane students
who said "I do not like stalling" and I was immediately suspicious
because they will not stall their aeroplane. It is usually a
misunderstanding or being scared off on the first one.

It is possibly because the stick forces are so light in a glider,whereas
aeroplane stick forces are many times greater than a glider,
particularly the elevator. I suppose the gearing is different as well. It
is always good to get a solution to any accident, or try to get a
solution, or possible solutions.

My other legacy is my books. Gliding, Understanding Gliding,
Beginning Gliding and Gliding Safety are all obtainable though some
are probably out of print.

Ed: Delta Papa, Derek’s autobiography, is a great read and is still
available.

Edited by John McCullagh

European Gliding Championships
The other half of the 2017 European
Gliding Championships (Standard,
Club and 20m classes) was at
Moravska Trebova, in the Czech
Republic

The final day of flying was cancelled.  As
a result, Steve Jones and Garry Coppin
were denied one last chance to make up
the 128 point gap between them and
World No 1 Sebastian Kawa in the 20m
Class. However, the silver medal was a
great result.

In the Club Class, G Dale and Ayala
Truelove were 14th and 21st
respectively while, in the Standard
Class, Howard Jones and George
Metcalfe took 17th and 25th positions.

In Junior World Gliding Championships
at Pociunai, Lithuania, the British pair of
Jake Brattle and defending champion,

Tom Arscott, just missed out on medals in the Club Class finishing
fifth and sixth respectively after a tightly fought competition. The
British team won the bronze medal in the Team Cup.

9The Piggott Interviews  - 6
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Steve Jones & Garry Coppin

The cover photograph was taken by Paul Haliday on 13 August. The
grid for the European Championships on the main runway is
outnumbered by the club members wanting to fly. Brilliant planning
by Colin Watt and Gavin Spink meant that the members were not
significantly affected by the comp.  148 gliders were launched in 2hr
25m, more than one a minute.  The total of the aerotows on the day
was 177. JMcC



108.33 kHz radios

We are all by now no doubt aware of
the need to upgrade our radios by
January 2018 if operating in airspace
requiring the use of radio. The
mysterious number 8.33 keeps getting
mentioned, and some of us are by now
lucky enough to have received a rebate
towards the cost of a new radio from the
EU, but, what does it all mean in practice?

Let us take a look at how air band VHF
radios work and then explore what the
change to 8.33 kHz channel spacing means
in theory and practice.

Radio frequencies are allocated in blocks to a large number of users
from broadcast radio and TV networks to mobile phone operators, the
emergency services, radio amateurs and hundreds of other users
including aviation users such as ourselves. Radio spectrum is
becoming a scarce resource with so many applications for wireless
communications emerging these days.  VHF frequencies are ideal for
relatively local air-to-ground and air-to-air communication since they
offer just beyond "line of sight" range from just a few watts of
transmitted power into a conveniently short antenna.

The "line of sight" range means that frequencies used for
communication with aircraft on the ground, in circuit and at low level
can be re-used several times at airfields across the country without
significant interference. "Line of sight" from a cruising airliner covers
a range of hundreds of kilometers, however, so for higher traffic,
frequency re-use becomes less viable. Our scarce resource starts to
get eaten up as traffic increases and new services apply for frequencies.

Since the 1940s, aviation has had a VHF allocation from 108 MHz (just
above the maximum dial frequency on your FM broadcast radio)
extending into the region of 130 MHz. It was last extended to reach

137 MHz back in the 1990s. The lower 10 MHz of this band is reserved
for navigation aids such as VOR and ILSs. Above 137 MHz, we have
the weather satellites that bring us images for our weather forecasts
and other private and public radio networks, so there is little scope
for the VHF air band ever expanding further.

Air band VHF transmissions use a system of Amplitude Modulation
(AM) to carry speech signals over the air. When you press the
"Push-To-Talk" (PTT) button on your radio, it starts transmitting a
carrier signal at the frequency set on your dial. This signal is detected
by the squelch circuit at the receiving station, and this opens up a
signal path to the speaker or headset at the receiving end. When you
start speaking (after a short delay, of course, to ensure the squelch
has opened at the receiving end!) the carrier's level is modulated in
amplitude by the signal from your microphone. At the receiving end,
the variations in amplitude are detected, amplified and fed to the
speaker, allowing your speech to be heard.

The human ear is often quoted as having a frequency range of
nominally 20Hz to 20kHz but, in practice, intelligible speech requires
only the range from about 300Hz to 3kHz to be reproduced.

Communication systems often
take advantage of this fact to save
resources, which is why music
piped down your telephone when
you are "on hold" sounds nothing
like as good as through a Hi-Fi
system designed to reproduce the
whole frequency range of the
human ear. On air band,
intelligibility of speech is all that is
required, so we can take
advantage of this fact, and limit
our maximum audio frequency to
about 3kHz.

Kevin Wood



When using amplitude modulation, the width of radio spectrum
required to transmit a signal is roughly double the highest audible
frequency to be carried, so, theoretically, we could fit our
transmissions into 6kHz of bandwidth, given "ideal" circumstances,
and space our channels 6kHz apart..

Aircraft radios have not always been good enough to use their VHF
spectrum very efficiently, however. In the early days of airborne VHF
valve radios were the order of the day. They experienced severe
frequency drift and the receivers were not sufficiently selective to
reject unwanted transmissions close in frequency to the wanted
transmission. Initially, channels were spaced at 200 kHz intervals to
prevent interference and this has come down progressively as radios
have become better and the demand for channels has increased, to
the 25kHz spacing that we have been using until now.

The move to the, on the face of it, rather odd figure of 8.33 kHz
channel spacing has come about thanks to a decision to split each 25
kHz channel into 3 channels under the new scheme.

This is not the end of the story, however, since the aviation world will
not be shifting overnight to 8.33 kHz channel spacing. Other parts of
the world will remain with 25 kHz spacing for the foreseeable future
and many services in Europe will remain on 25 kHz indefinitely or until
planned upgrades take older equipment out of service.

The challenge has been to define a way to phase the introduction of
8.33 kHz capable equipment whist maintaining interoperability with
services on 25 kHz channel spacings, and to do it without increasing
the cockpit workload for the pilot in remembering to switch radios
between the two modes. Let us explore how this has been achieved.

The following table shows the channels around our Lasham frequency
of 131.025 MHz, how they look under the current 25kHz spacing, and,
how they might look if we moved to an 8.33 kHz spacing, with
Lasham's frequency in red:

The left hand two columns show the status quo. Our channel and the
two beside it, are spaced 25 kHz apart. When you select 131.025 on
your radio, this is the resulting carrier frequency that your radio emits.
Straightforward so far.

Looking at the third column, we can see the resulting slightly awkward
carrier frequencies when we subdivide each of the three 25 kHz
channels into three equal narrower channels, yielding a spacing of
8.33 kHz. Our Lasham airfield frequency will remain at 131.025 MHz,
but it now has a pair of closer neighbouring channels on 131.0166
and 131.0333 Mhz (rounded to three decimals in the table)

So, we could just continue to dial in 131.025 and it would work as
before, wouldn't it? Not quite. Our radio would need to know whether
it is operating on an 8.33 kHz channel or a 25 kHz channel so it could
switch in tighter filtering on the 8.33 kHz channels and looser filtering
on the 25 kHz channels. This allows it to interoperate with less precise
equipment on 25 kHz channels, but not to cause nor be susceptible
to interference from adjacent channels on 8.33 kHz channels.

118.33 kHz radios
(continued)



We could, of course have an extra button, or a setting in a menu, to
select 25 kHz or 8.33 kHz mode. This would work, but would require
the pilot to know what type of channel he has been assigned and to
remember to change the setting before transmitting. Failing to do so
would cause harmful interference to other users on adjacent channels.

Instead, 8.33 kHz capable radios have gained a number of additional
dial settings for frequency, as shown in the right hand column. These
frequency settings are unique to 8.33 kHz operation, and, to maintain
these unique settings whilst avoiding having to set the rather
cumbersome "true" carrier frequencies in 8.33 kHz mode, we can see
that the radio "lies" to us, in that the dial setting no longer relates
exactly to the carrier frequency.

You can see, for example, that to continue to use our Lasham
frequency of 131.025 after its transition to 8.33 kHz spacing, we will
set a "dial" frequency of 131.030. This still results in the radio
generating a carrier at 131.025, but, because this is a dial setting
unique to 8.33 kHz channels, the radio "knows" that it needs to enable
tighter filtering of its received signals to interoperate with other 8.33
kHz radios on adjacent channels.

Many new 8.33 kHz capable radios have a menu setting to select 25
kHz or 8.33 kHz operation. All this setting generally does is to enable
or disable the entering of the "unique" 8.33 kHz dial frequencies.
Until transition occurs, with our new radios in 25 kHz mode, we can
continue to set 131.025 on ou 8.33 kHz equipped radios and the radio
will interoperate correctly with our existing ground and portable radios.

You might therefore find it easier to enter frequencies if you disable
8.33 kHz mode until such channels are widely used, but, bear in mind
that if you are given an 8.33 kHz frequency in flight, you will be unable
to enter it, if your radio is in "25kHz only" mode.

This scheme allows 8.33 kHz infrastructure to be phased in at a later
date with no real impact to the pilot.  He/she will be given a frequency

to enter into the radio and the radio behaves correctly without a
thought to which channel spacing is actually in use.  With 8.33 kHz
mode selected, the radio still switches to 25 kHz compatible mode
when the dial setting requires it.

Although it may appear that an obsolete airborne radio with 25 kHz
spacing can be tuned to the existing channels, please do not be
tempted to try this. The transmissions from 25 kHz radios will not be
as tightly controlled, so there is a good chance of causing interference
to another service on an adjacent channel, and of course, of that
service interfering with your reception too.

The fitting of a new radio is probably an ideal time to check the whole
installation in your glider, since a new radio that does not work
efficiently is not going to help you. I will try to cover the checks you
can make in a follow-up article.

Editor: When I am in 8.33 mode, will I be able to select 131.025?

KW: The deadline for the mandatory upgrade of equipment to 8.33
kHz is only for airborne stations at the moment. You will be able to
select both the "old" and the "new" frequencies. This is to allow
interoperability with services which have not yet been transitioned to
8.33 kHz capable equipment. I expect we will be working with a
mixture of 8.33 and 25 kHz spacings for some time yet.

Editor: If it is contacting an untransitioned 25kHz station, why would
a new radio need to receive with looser filtering?

KW: A 25kHz ground station will not have precise tuning. There will
be no adjacent channels with 8.33 kHz spacing, as these will have to
have been left unused for when the old station transmits.

128.33 kHz radios
(continued)
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After the Wright Brothers, much of the
design of aircraft, especially the shape
of the wings, was largely hit and miss.
Work was done in wind-tunnels, but
there was no link to the emerging
theories of aerodynamics.
A few often forgotten names transformed
aircraft design from random experimenta-
tion into a science. The first was the extraor-
dinary Frederick Lanchester.  He began to
study the theory of flight in 1892, eleven
years before the Wright Brothers.

He measured various birds to see how the
centre of gravity compared with the centre of
lift and he built several models. His circulation
theory of flight is the basis of aerodynamics
and the foundation of modern aerofoil theory.
However his 1897 paper entitled The soaring
of birds and the possibilities of mechanical
flight was rejected by academia, being too
advanced for its time. Lanchester realised that
powered flight required an engine with a much
greater power-to-weight ratio than any exist-
ing engine. He proposed to design and build
such an engine, but no one would take him
seriously.
After spending most of his time designing cars, he published the first
part of a two-volume work, Aerial Flight, in 1906 dealing with the
problems of powered flight. It included the first full description of lift
and drag. He identified the vortices that occur behind wings during
flight.
In his second volume, Aerodonetics,  in 1908 Lanchester turned his
attention to aircraft stability with developing his description of phu-

goid oscillations and stalls. This defined
basic layout and was used in most air-
craft since then.
 In Germany Ludwig Prandtl mathemat-
ically confirmed the correctness of
Lanchester’s vortex theory. Prandtl was
a professor of fluid mechanics at the
technical school in Hannover. His 1904
paper, Fluid Flow in Very Little Friction,
first described the boundary layer and
its importance for drag and streamlin-
ing. The paper also described flow sep-
aration the boundary layer in a stall for
the first time.
In 1918-19 he published work that
showed on any wing of finite length,
wing-tip effects became very important to the overall performance
and characterization of the wing.
Despite the theoretical work of Lanchester and Prantl, in the 1920s
the huge drag of typical aircraft created by their shape and skin friction
wasted most of the power.

In 1922 Louis Breguet addressed the Royal Aeronautical Society in
London. The audience heard one of the first calls for improvements
in the aerodynamic efficiency of aeroplanes. Breguet's key measure
had been developed during the First World War by Prandtl:  the
drag-to-lift ratio, in French it is still called  'finesse'.

He said that range of an aircraft was inversely proportional to his ratio.
He said it could be improved by choosing the best possible profile for
the wings, the best design for the body and empennage and "...that
the undercarriage should be made to disappear into the body or the
wings of the aircraft...".

As an occasional editor
of Wikipedia, I was
researching some
former pupils of my old
school, when I came
across a name of a
professor of aero-
dynamics. This led on to
me learning of some of
the names that are
fundamental to our
sport.

Frederick Lanchester

Ludwig Prantl



The idea of a retractable undercarriage goes back to Leonardo da Vinci
and Alphonse Pénaud in 1876, but the first practical retractable gear
did not appear until a Dayton-Wright monoplane in 1920. Breguet
said that if the L/D could be improved to 15 in commercial aircraft,
the cost per tonne per kilo could be improved by a factor of five over
the values of the day. (This was eventually achieved in the 1930's
when the DC-3 first flew.)  Breguet went on to design various aircraft
on his principles including the first aircraft to cross the South Atlantic
non-stop in 1927.

Although Breguet was highly respected, it seems that the message
was not really taken in by most designers of aircraft until another
lecture to the RAeS by an academic. This was in 1929, and called "The
Streamlined Airplane". It was given by Bennett Melvill-Jones, later to
be knighted. He was professor of aeronautical engineering at
Cambridge. Jones's paper is said to mark the turning point in the
practice of aerodynamics (as opposed to the theory).

He said that "unless bodies are
carefully shaped.. they shed
streams of eddies from various
parts of the surface. The power
absorbed by these eddies may
be many times greater than
the power absorbed by skin
friction and induced drag"

The aspect of Jones's paper
that most shocked the

designers of the time was his plot of the horse power required versus
velocity, for an actual versus an ideal aeroplane. By looking at a data
point for a given aircraft and extrapolating it horizontally to the ideal
curve, the velocity gain for the same power can be seen.

Jones collected data on the power and top speed of various aircraft
from an edition of Jane's in 1927. The lines at the bottom of the chart
are those for four ideal aircraft which varied by span and wing-loading.
For example, the Armstrong Whitworth Argosy* was designed for
Imperial Airways. The seven that were built, were used on routes such
as London-Paris from 1926. Instead of trundling along at 110mph,
the same power could have been used to whisk the passengers at
175mph. Interestingly, the best aircraft on the chart was Lindberg's
monoplane, 'Spirit of St Louis'.

* Not the 1959 AW660 Argosy
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15Aerobatics

Following a re-invigoration of the Sunday night aerobatics (Much
thanks to Bruce Cooper who has driven this initiative throughout the
season so far)  we have managed to do lots of aerobatics training this
year.

Many pilots have moved through the syllabus from doing their first
loop, some to advanced and unlimited aerobatics. This has lead to
great success at the British Glider Aerobatics Championships at Saltby,
with six Lasham-based pilots entering and all six returning with a
medal and two new National Champions. Full results can be found at
https://www.aerobatics.org.uk/contest/result/122

The competition ran over 4 days with each pilot completing up to six
sequences, one or two known sequences which they have practised
and the remainder unknown sequences that the pilots have an hour
to learn before flying. Each sequence is marked by a number of judges
with each figure given a difficulty or K factor and points being knocked
off where it is not perfect, e.g. Off-heading or a loop that is not
perfectly round.

We were blessed with great weather, despite the practice days being
un-flyable the comp days turned out to be beautiful warm days with
plenty of blue sky for the high aerotows required to make it a
successful competition.

The results for Lasham Pilots were as follows:

Unlimited: Paul Conran – Silver Medal (British Unlimited Champion)
Advanced: Will Jones – Silver Medal
Intermediate:  Charles Baker – Silver Medal

Rod Hervé – Bronze Medal
Sports:    Mateusz Borkowski – Gold Medal  (Sports Champion)

Fliss Jones – Bronze Medal

As the end of the season and the winter approaches this presents
another opportunity for members to learn or advance their aerobatics,

and is usually a welcome change to bashing the circuit to keep current
and develop your skills.

If anyone is interested in doing some aerobatic training please speak
to one of the aerobatics instructors to find out more details. We have
the Get Into Aeros course for juniors running in September which will
hopefully be as successful as last year introducing a number of
younger people to the sport.

British Glider Aerobatic Team
With the building interest in aerobatics, it is probably unsurprising
that four of our Lasham-based pilots have been selected to represent
Great Britain in aerobatics for the next World Championships in
Zabraslavice, Czech Republic in 2018. (continued bottom RH next
page)

https://www.aerobatics.org.uk/contest/result/122


We enthusiastic pilots often overlook the fact that not
everybody feels the same way about gliding as we do. For me,
every flight is an exciting adventure, and when I used to return
home after a day at Lasham I simply had tell my partner,
Patricia, all about the day's events.

I would go into a lot of detail about each flight, the glider, the
conditions, the instruction and many other aspects of my day. One
evening after one such lengthy monologue - albeit an enthusiastic one
- Patricia suggested that I start keeping a 'gliding journal' wherein I
could write about each gliding day in as much detail as I wanted. 'After
all', she said, 'as gliding means so much to you it's surely worth having
a good record to look back on'.

So, I purchased a quality notebook and started writing up every flight,
and after a while I found this to be very enjoyable and useful. In the
journal I record so much more than bare basic logbook facts. As well
as full descriptive detail of the events of each flight, it is illustrated
with my idiosyncratic drawings and diagrams.

I also have found it very useful as an 'aide memoire'. Analysis of
performance and things to remember for future flights are recorded.
Furthermore with advice from various instructors which I have noted,
the journal has helped me to focus on key points of safety and
technique.

Now, looking back after five years of writing these journals, I am
reminded of wonderful ethereal moments of gliding and of forgotten
adventures, such as the day I flew near buzzards doing their 'Roller
Coaster' aerial mating display or the day I heard and saw a Spitfire
1000' below me zooming northwards and so on. Despite the journal,
however, Patricia still has to endure my occasional gliding monologues.

16My gliding journals

Aerobatics - continued

Fliss Jones, Guy Roth and Will Jones will join the team coach Paul
Conran in this along with three other non Lasham-based pilots
competing. Great Britain has never won an overall or team medal at
the Aerobatic World Championships, so with a strong team for next
year we are hoping to bring home the first medals.  Over the winter
and into next season there will be an intensive period of training for
the team to continue to improve and get closer to the goal of bringing
back a medal.

The team are currently working hard practicing and raising the
required funds to make this a reality and are seeking sponsors to
assist with this goal. If anyone is interested in helping out in any way
please contact either Will Jones (Will_Jones2@hotmail.com) or
Paul Conran (Paul@PaulConran.com) for more details.

mailto:Will_Jones2@hotmail.com
mailto:Paul@PaulConran.com
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The first half of the season was definitely better. I am still amazed that the
Europeans managed so many contest days, though the novelty of seeing
Didcot from 1000’ must have palled after a few visits.

Compared with the June issue of Rising Air, only two new flights made it
into the traditional top twenty that I publish at the end of the thermal
season: Bob “Turpin” Thirkell’s epic ride to York and another Aveling-
Coppin voyage ended with the iron thermal at Goring, one decent climb
from home. In the next twenty there were only six flights after 30 June.

Andy Aveling is currently lying third in the Open Ladder, after two wave-
flying Scots who have a permanent advantage if you know how to fly the
Highlands.

Meanwhile in the Vintage Ladder, Adrian Emck’s perennial dominance in
his K6E continues, with Ray Whittaker (K6E) in third and Derek Copeland
(Bocian) in fifth at present.

However we can all be confident as usual that next season will be the one
to remember.

Date Pilot (p1&p2) Glider Task Km Km/h
25-Apr Aveling & Coppin Arcus LAS - Weymouth - Telford NW - Firle Beacon - LAS 729.6 91.3

25-Apr David Masson LS6 W LAS - Kidderminster - Cerne Abbas - Bullington - Eastbourne NW - LAS 643.1 86.8

25-Apr Roy Pentecost ASG 29 (18.0) LAS - Weymouth - Telford E - Firle Beacon - LAS 707.1 97.8

18-Apr David Masson LS6 W CandoverCh-LewesNW-Treyford-Bridgnorth-Cerne Abbas- Candover Ch 639.0 86.4

25-Apr Nigel Mallender LS8 LAS - Kidderminster - Cerne Abbas -  Eastbourne NW - LAS 627.7 84.3

18-Apr Roy Pentecost ASG 29 (18.0) LAS - Gainsborough - Mottisfont - Husbands Bosworth - LAS 811.8 95.7

25-Apr Alistair Nunn JS1 B LAS - Kidderminster - Cerne Abbas - Bullington - Eastbourne NW - LAS 643.1 100.2

18-Apr Patrick Naegeli ASG 29 (18.0) LAS - Gainsborough - Mottisfont - Husbands Bosworth - LAS 811.8 93.1

18-Apr Alistair Nunn JS1 B CandoverCh-LewesNW-Treyford-Bridgnorth-Cerne Abbas- Candover Ch 639.0 98.1

18-Apr Saunders & Abbott DG 1000 (20.0) LAS - Eastbourne NW - Pewsey - Corby - Crewkerne - LAS 760.5 73.4

19-Apr Aveling & Kindell ARCUS LA3 - Lewis N - Okehampton - Didcot - LA3 621.7 94.9

13-Aug Bob Thirkell ASG 29 (18.0) LAS - York East - LAS 614.9 100.1

18-Apr Billy Brady ASG 29 (18.0) LAS - Lewis N - Mottisfont - Gainsborough Pwr Stn - LAS 690.6 82.0

19-Apr Garry Coppin ASG 29 (18.0) LAS - Lewis N - Okehampton - Didcot - LAS 620.7 95.2

18-Apr Roger Barber NIMBUS 4 Micheldever Stn-near Eastboune-near Biddulph-near Exeter-Micheldver 788.1 77.8

25-Apr Roger Barber NIMBUS 4 Candover Ch - Eastbourne NW - Shobden E-Polgate-Chichester - *LA6 750.5 94.8

18-Apr Olly Metcalfe DISCUS 2 LA2 - Lewis N - Newbury RC - Ravensthorpe Reservoir - Yeovil - LAS 602.9 76.5

18-Apr Aveling & Coppin ARCUS LA3 - Eastbourne NW - Butser - Tenterden - Whitchurch (Salop - LA3 843.7 88.5

02-Jul Aveling & Coppin ARCUS LAS - Newark - Mottisfont - Grantham (incomplete) 814.8 81.8

03-Jun Christopher Starkey ASG 29 (18.0) LAS - Salisbury South Scunthorpe North- LAS 618.1 89.9



From time to time, I review my flying to ensure I get the most
out of it.  This has influenced when and where I fly, my aims
when flying and especially my choice of glider.  Unsurprisingly,
‘when and where’ is a variable feast, mostly dictated by the
time of year.  My aim has always been the same: to have as much
fun as possible and to share the experience.  My choice of aircraft
over the last 25 years has been a two-seater, most recently an Arcus.

So, has 2017 stacked up? It most certainly has. In Namibia in January
I logged 95 hours over 12 days.   The weather was wetter than in
previous years with lower cloudbases and unusually, some unflyable
days.

Rain and flooded terrain completely changed the otherwise arid
Kalahari scenery.

Jaca in the first week of March was much as it has been over the last
15 years: plenty of local flying, great fun on the local ridges up to the
snow line, punctuated by occasional forays into wave.

Sharing thermals with the vultures is always humbling and a passing
squadron of migrating cranes was a truly magical encounter.
Back in the UK, I expected the soaring season to be getting under
way in late March.  Sadly though, the early spring did not really deliver.
Happily, April was better, and despite the snow showers we had ten
good flights, enjoying fantastic cloud vistas and brilliant energy lines.

The cool north-east wind not only bought good Arctic soaring air, but
allowed us to use the South Downs ridge to extend the task distance.
18 April was a particularly memorable day. We declared 1000km which
seemed a little risky for the time of year.  It took almost 11 hours to
fly that distance, though sadly not on the task we had declared.

The cool theme continued into May and enabled us to do a number
of rewarding flights. There were opportunities for 400-800km flights
which we took whenever we could.  However, we probably pushed
the limits of the weather and our abilities, as our land-out rate, when
we had to use the engine to keep us airborne, was 40%.

June saw the weather improve.  With no-one available to take the
Arcus’s back seat I set off on my first solo flight in it, with 120 litres
of water in place of one of my usual flying buddies. The Arcus took
this all in its stride with no perceptible difference, though I missed the
cockpit banter.

I had more opportunity to fly solo in July when Steve Jones borrowed
the Arcus to compete in the 20M European Gliding Championships in
the Czech Republic.  This time, instead of flying alone in a two-seater,
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A Kalahari sandstorm



I had access to a Ventus 3 and an ASG 29E, both of which I thoroughly
enjoyed.

During the Europeans at
Lasham in August, I did less
flying in gliders, but a good
many tows for the
Championships.  As a result, I
had high hopes for September
but it was a disappointment.
So far, October is looking good,
though the days are of course
shorter.

In all since the beginning of the
year I have managed just over
400 hours of gliding.  I am
sometimes asked if I get bored
doing so much flying, but for
me, the skies are different
every day and I love the
challenge of understanding
them and harnessing their
energy. There have been
plenty of highs and some lows
but it has all been great fun.

Someone, possibly Winston Churchill, said: "A pessimist sees the
difficulty in every opportunity; an optimist sees the opportunity in
every difficulty”. I could not agree more.

My year with an FES

If you read my article in the recent S&G you will know will
know I bought a Shark eS FES because I thought it was the
best way to avoid the hassle of landing out. So how has it
worked out in practice?

Well, I really like the glider and the FES system was definitely earning
its keep until the Airworthiness Directive of 6 September grounded
the battery packs pending modification. This was the result of a battery
fire in a glider at Parham.

Prior to the AD, I had flown 86 hours from 26 launches and had
notched up three engine hours. During the first few flights I spent 1½
hours getting used to the FES controls and how the glider performed
under power. Since then I have used it on nine occasions. Five of
these were very short – two to six minutes - when I was getting low
and just wanted that little bit of extra time to reach lift. On a couple
of these I would have been in a field without the FES, but on the others
I would probably have scraped away.
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That leaves four occasions when I used the engine for more than 15
minutes. These were all the result of pushing too far (for my ability)
in marginal conditions. I had not paid enough attention to how the
sky was developing and the effect this would have on the leg back to
Lasham.  So there is a mind set issue here – without the “get out of
jail card” I would definitely have been less adventurous.

Has the FES lived up to my expectations? Well yes and no. It is a real
joy to flick a switch, wait five seconds, then turn the throttle knob and
have the engine burst into life. No loss of height or worries about
whether it will start.  The climb rate is a bit disappointing (or perhaps
I need more practice at getting the best power / airspeed setting) but
it goes well in level flight. So I tended to motor at less than 1,200 ft
AGL which was a mistake.  It does not allow much time to select a
field if the propulsion failed or, as I found to my cost, heavy sink is
encountered when down to the last quarter of useable battery
capacity. The flight manual recommends climbing initially, when the
batteries are fresh, and then maintaining a steady height but I have
not been doing that.

When I tried to climb after 40 minutes of motoring, I got all sorts of
warnings to reduce power which were very distracting and as a result
I ended up in a soggy field within walking distance of Lasham. All part
of the learning curve – I will not make that mistake again!

Credit cards
For the year to date, the fees for accepting credit cards have cost the
Society £4,350 (2.2%). A debit card transaction costs 35p, while direct
debits and bank transfers cost even less. The points from your credit
card might be useful to you, but the Society pays!                  JMcC

BGA News
The BGA have launched a set of online services on the BGA
website to help members transact with the BGA. These
“eServices” allows you to maintain your contact details, renew
subscriptions (FAI licence, competition number, etc), review
airworthiness status of your aircraft, subscribe to receive Emails on
various subjects (including your own copy of the BGA’s newsletter),
check competition number availability and subscribe for a new
competition number or FAI licence.

If you have not already received login details, you can access the
system by going to
https://members.gliding.co.uk/e-services/forgot-password/
and entering the Email address that you think the BGA’s office
currently knows you by. If there is a match, you will be sent an Email
giving you a temporary password. You can then use your Email
address and temporary password to access the system. If the system
does not recognise your Email address, please contact the BGA’s office
(office@gliding.co.uk or 0116 289 2956 to check what Email address
they hold for you (they can also update your details).

Skyway Code
The CAA have summarised the rules that affect private pilots,
such as airspace, in a document called the Skyway Code. It is
available as a hard copy or on-line. Some of it is applicable to gliding,
but most is not.

Nevertheless it would be prudent to read it through in case there is
something that you have forgotten since you sat your PPL or  Bronze
exams

http://www.caa.co.uk/CAP1535P
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2017 weather
In case it escaped your notice, spring tends to follow winter,
which is then closely followed by autumn, and then by early
October, a brief taste of summer before the hurricane season
hits.

This year has seems to have fitted this pattern well. Many years ago
we used to have summer. We all remember the long warm days when
we had competitions with more than three decent days and we could
zoom over the clubhouse at xxx feet at the end of a cracking flight
dumping water that turned into a glorious rainbow of spectator cooling
contrail.

Today we have the sphincter ring of dullness set kilometres away from
any prying eyes: the only excitement being whether or not we can all
fit on one end of the airfield after a straight in approach downwind
without ending up in a very expensive jigsaw.

This of course assumes enough energy hits the ground to generate
thermals during the “summer” and we can make it back into the storm
force head wind with wet wings. This year my one and only comp
ended in the barracks at Colerne Airfield after the entire competition
landed out.

Some of us were kindly
rescued by the military
boys as we cowered
under the wings in a
torrential down-poor.
They gave us tea and
doughnuts, for which we
are eternally grateful.

This was of course after
my tent had been
destroyed the day
before the comp due to

unseasonably
strong winds.
If this carries
on we will
soon run out
of names for
h u r r i c a n e s
and storms,
although I do
feel that they
ought to be
c a l l e d
something a
bit more
appropriate. I
m e a n ,

“ M a r i a ” ,
“Brian”, or
“ D o r i s ” –

makes them all sound fluffy and innocuous – may as well call them
“Storm Fluffy” or “Breath of Mistral”, or “Zephyr Leaf Tickler”. It would
probably be much better to work through all the languages on the
planet with names that mean something: “Death Vortex”, or “Cyclone
Dementor”, or “Doom Whorl”, or even “Hell Spiral”, or, perhaps,
simply, “The Breath of Armageddon” and the “Underwriters Lament”.

The unprepared season – the April spring northerlies
It has often been said that cold air over a cool ground with a
strengthening sun can bring good conditions. This is usually
accompanied by a scramble to get the ARC finished as 9/10th of the
pilot population emerge from hibernation bleary eyed and blinking at
the strange orb in the sky. They then rush down to the airfield,
forgetting batteries, parachutes, and in some cases, gliders, as they
are still stowed in a barn somewhere: this year delivered on both
counts. April was actually pretty darn good, and for once, I was
actually mostly prepared.

The Giant Willy (Cerne Abbas)



2 April – the first outing to the Giant Willy
The forecast was for very light north-westerly and not too cold. I set
the task as the Giant Willy (Cerne Abbas), then Cheltenham. I
managed to wobble around it somewhat cautiously. It wasn’t terribly
fast as the day didn’t really brew up at first, so I dumped water at the
beginning, but I then regretted it later. It worked out as 345 km, a
mean L/D of 77, an average climb rate of 1.5 kt and a speed of 80
km/h. Cobwebs and mice were blown out of wings, and the
instruments all worked – although the pilot was a little rusty. It was
a very promising start as I didn’t land out and the airfield was not too
wet.

6 April – a close look at the Downs
There was another light NW and lots of promise. I set Butser Hill,
Polegate, Salthill Mast and Steyning. The aim was to use the thermals
off the ridge , and it worked for a while, but then the sea air came in.
Discretion suggested I didn’t try the last turn point, so I called it a
day after very close look at the ridge. (227 km, mean L/D 77, average
climb 1.8 kt, speed 74 km/h.

11 April – a visit to Clench Common
This time the air was not so cold with a 10 kt westerly. I set
Malmesbury, Lewes, Avebury – alas the last turn point was too far:
one must listen to those nagging doubts when it goes blue. I left the
last climb at Marlborough, got around Avebury and ran out of ideas,
as the sea Somerset dementor vapour had come in, so I ended up at
Clench Common, which is just big enough for an 18m glider with a
few inches to spare. I have often meant to avoid landing there! I had
a nice cup of tea and a long chat with the CFI. Thanks are due to Chris
Garton for fetching me in the trusty Pawnee. 402 km, mean L/D 79,
average climb 2.2 kt, speed 84 km/h. It was still good to the North,
South and East, my poor task setting put me into the air from the
Somerset levels air whose sole purpose seems to be suck the life out
of thermals.

18 April – the first mega day
Dave Masson was on the case. The forecast was for 7-12 kt NE and
a very chilly air-mass from the Arctic. I set Lewes, Treyford,
Bridgenorth, Giant Willy (again, please don’t read anything into this).
Although there was more cirrus and altostratus than I would have
liked, I did get around. It was probably too cold for water, but people
flew with it anyway. Dave came back with an iceberg under his wing.
639 km, mean L/D 72, average climb 3.3 kt, speed 98 km/h. Anything
less than 95 kph in a JS-1 means one is just flying it like a diplodocus
– or a dry Nimbus 3 (and yes, I am guilty of this) It takes many years
to undo flying habits learnt in a Nimbie. You simply cannot hurry a
Nimbus 3. It is very much a gentleman’s carriage that one just wafts
along without turning. It’s a bit like an old horse, the harder you urge
it to fly, the slower you end up going.
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19 April – the second mega day
Work would just have to wait. I couldn’t believe my luck with yet
another good day, but this time with the promise of sea breezes and
very light easterlies. The sounding suggested it was just warm enough
for water, but it was still going to be pretty nippy.

Alas, nothing is perfect at the beginning of the season. The tail dump
stopped working, so just hoped I could fly in a straight line with the
wings full. I set Tiverton, Basingstoke North and Crewkerne. And boy
did it deliver! 607 km, mean L/D 154 (yup), average climb 3.2 kt,

speed 114 km/h. I was glad I landed when I did, because I was
actually shaking with cold. Although the dump valves had not frozen,
I suspect they were not far off. The sea breeze worked to perfection
in both directions. It was simply awesome. This was the way to fly,
who needs an engine? (I did actually overtake a microlight at one
point.) Probably one of the best flights I have ever had.
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22 April – the missed opportunity
This was a total calamity. I was feeling guilty about not working, and
as there seemed to be a front in the forecast, I convinced myself to
stay at home and work. It was still cold, with an 8-10 kt northerly
which should not be quite enough for the South Downs, at least so I
thought. Alas, while walking the dog realised the sky was getting
better and better (ok, so not working all morning). Therefore, despite
the need to work, I forced myself to go to the airfield in the afternoon,
although I took off dry with not much of a plan. Ended up going around
Devizes-Headington, then came back and did Chilbolton-Hungerford.
So 303 km mean L/D 61, average climb 3.4 kt, speed (average ) 104
km/h. Unfortunately the work was still waiting for me when I got back.

25 April – the third mega day
Dave Masson identified this one from a complicated weather picture.
There was quite a strong northerly (12-16 kt), with a front coming
down from the north.

Dave really earned his beer with an epic piece of task setting:
Kidderminster, the Giant Willy (no, really, it means nothing),
Bullington, Eastbourne NW.

Again it was too cold for water. I struggled into wind, and the street
didn’t quite get me over Brize, so had to duck around to the West. As
went North it got very scrappy, and then, just when I was getting
really demoralised along the Cotswold’s edge, I saw the front – the
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showers were marching in from the North. Would I make it? Would I
wimp out? Was Dave ahead of me? How soon would I need to pee?
Despite all this, I bravely pushed on, and as I got within 10 km of the
top turn point. The wind was picking up, and it started to snow as the
cold air advection really kicked in. However I just squeaked around,
and with the tail wind, I got high and dodged the showers . As I went
South it got epic, and my feet warmed up. I whipped around the Giant
Willy again, then looked north where the front of doom was still
relentlessly moving South.

I just pushed as hard as I could, and as I got towards Eastbourne,
the cold advection caught me up, and it was going to showers.

Fortunately, as it was so cold, they stayed as snow at the height we
were flying at. Although there were some quite big gaps, it was easy
to spot the areas of lift. It was with some relief that I got onto final
glide and just admired the view while I flew through a line of showers
and into an area of sunshine. 641 km, mean L/D 70, average climb
4.1 kt, speed 100 km/h, and only minor frostbite. It was perhaps my
second best flight of the month, not just for the fact of fitting it in,
but for the cloudscapes.

Looking back from October
Well, as it turns out, I think April 2017 was probably one of the best
months in which I have had the privilege to fly. After the last flight,
I didn’t get airborne again until late May, and never flew as fast or as
far again this year. The closest in terms of speed was a flight in late
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June when I managed 99.6 km/h over 476 km, and the next long
flight was not until 2 September, 513 km.

There were a whole heap of terrific flights done in April – Andy Aveling
did six flights averaging 560 km (including one of 843 km), Roy
Pentecost did eight flights averaging 369 km, and Gary Coppin did
seven, averaging 420 km. The top ten on the ladder, mostly from
Lasham I might add, all did a total of over 2,700 km. No other month
came close (especially if you discount Scottish flights in wave. (This
is just so unfair – they need their own ladder!). Lasham posted in

total 55,513 km in April, 22,449 km in May, 33,912 km in June, 30,382
km in July, 38,883 km August and 17,289 km in September.

Looking at the synoptic charts and soundings, one can soon see why
it was so good. Arctic air combined with strengthening sunshine
produced some great climb rates,. Day on day they got better.
However, the instability can sometimes go too far to give showers if
there is no lid on it, but even here, it was possible to fit in a good
flight. So, folks, be ready in good time for next year!

Sea breeze 19 April
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Second GHC hangar under construction - Ken Summers



27Vintage News

The big news, not surprisingly, is about the second hangar. In
the June edition of Rising Air I described how the substantial
amount of groundwork required was under way. Well things
have progressed very well since then. Our contractors, Lowther’s,
started putting up the framework on 24 August.

The roof and cladding are now on, so we just have to make the doors,
install the services (drainage and electricity), and eventually put
concrete on the floor. Before the concreting, we have to level the
inside of the hangar using a substantial amount of hard core, likely
with a layer of scalpings on top.

One negative is that the heavy vehicles on the site have churned up
the meadow. Although Paul Haliday has suggested we grow potatoes
there, we plan to landscape the meadow in the spring when the better
weather (hopefully!) returns.

 Whilst the construction cost of this much needed second hangar is
considerable, (estimated at £135k including VAT) we have saved a
truly substantial amount of money through an army of volunteers
giving their time to mix huge amounts of concrete, lay the blockwork,
move large amounts of rubble, etc. Were that to have been done by
contractors we’d have been talking several tens of thousands of
additional cost.

We are not sure, at the moment, when we will have the second hangar
operational. We hope before the end of the year. However the spring
seems likely because the lorries carrying the  concrete for the floor
will not being able to get to the hangar because of soft ground
conditions.

The GHC committee will be designating the first hangar, the “Chris
Wills” one,  as our main hangar. That is where we’ll keep our “best”

(Volunteers led by Richard Moyse and Gary Pullen. Photo by Paul Haliday)



gliders from the aspect of their history and visual attractiveness. What
is “best” has yet to be decided, (very much subjective!), though it will
include privately owned vintage gliders as well as ones owned by the
GHC. The key reason for this strategy is that a normal hangar tour
takes 40 – 45 minutes, and unless they are absolute enthusiasts we
just do envisage the average tour visitor will want a full tour of both
hangars. The number of gliders on the floor of the CW hangar will also
be significantly reduced to aid viewing.

We’re expecting some new additions to the GHC vintage collection in
the near future: a Scud 2, a Percy Pilcher Hawk replica and a 1912
Clarke Glider from the RAF Museum on loan.

We acquired the sole remaining Scud 2 from Shuttleworth, Old
Warden. This is a potentially airworthy glider but I think it will be for
display only, as it has a reputation for being rather tricky to fly. This
particular Scud 2 was the last produced. It was partially constructed
by Eric Collins at Dunstable from plans before his untimely death on

the 30 July 1935
when he crashed
a Grunau Baby
whilst performing
aerobatics for
Alan Cobham’s
flying circus.  The
glider was finally
completed by
Slingsbys in the
summer of 1935.
Interestingly it
has a Slingsby
c o n s t r u c t i o n
number, 215b.

The GHC supported the Brooklands Aviation Day event on the 15th
October. Below is a great picture of the Slingsby Gull 3 that Prince
Bira of Siam purchased in 1944 with two of the racing cars he drove
in his illustrious racing career.
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Scud 2 at Lasham

Slingsby Gull. Photo by Colin Simpson

Percy Pilcher Hawk



29Vintage Task Week

Anyone visiting Lasham Airfield during the last week of August
would have been forgiven for thinking they were briefly
transported back to the 1950s.

This is not a criticism of the average glider pilot’s dress sense, but a
reflection of the large number of vintage flying machines, both on the
grid and at the launch point.

Lasham has always nurtured a vintage gliding movement, and
organised task week competitions for people who fly vintage gliders,
but since the opening of the Gliding Heritage Centre in 2013, this
movement has grown exponentially.

This was 2017’s Vintage Task week, and the entrants included an
Olympus 2b, a Sky, a Steinadler, a Skylark, a Zugvögel, a Bocian and
several K13s and K8s, making the author’s Ka6E seem like a
thoroughly modern aircraft. Straight after the closing of the European
Gliding Championships, Vintage Task Week got underway.

Day 1 kicked off with a ‘string of pearls’ task, flying an out-and-return
to any of several turnpoints along a north-south radial of Lasham, the
objective being to fly as far away as you dare.

The conditions were challenging, so pilots who dared to turn Bicester
on a still day with lots of spreadout were regarded with the most
points.  An alternative task was set to retrieve the ‘perpetual dispute’
plate from Nympsfield, which Lemmy Tanner achieved.  Given the
conditions, this was a remarkable flight in a vintage glider.

Day 2 produced conditions that were not conducive to cross-country
flying, so an ‘accumulator’ task was set, with points being awarded
for each minute airborne in one flight.  Several flights came close to
the hour mark, but the winning flight stayed airborne for 1 hour 43
minutes.

Conditions only barely improved for Day 3, and the task setter
designed a ‘shuttle’ task, with points given for each BGA trunpoint
turned more than 5 km away from Lasham (LAS); pilots could then
return to Lasham and attempt to turn another turnpoint.  Some
enterprising pilots turned Petersfield and Kingsclere, picking up the
most points that day.

A variation of the
previous day’s task
was set on Day 4, as
a ‘compass rose’.  As
with the previous day,
pilots could fly to
turnpoints away from
Lasham (LAS) and
return before attempt
-ing to turn another
such turn-point, in
one continuous flight,
only these turn-points
were predefined along
radials from Lasham.

A cold front which had been threatening to arrive for the previous two
days finally passed, giving pilots the day off.  The weather that
followed was outstanding, allowing for two epic cross-country flying
days.

Given the thermic conditions on Day 5, two classes were arranged,
with separate, appropriate tasks.  Class B pilots were set Lasham-
Pewsey-Didcot-Lasham for 152 km, and Class A pilots were given
Lasham-Devizes-Oxford-Lasham.  Most pilots successfully completed
the appropriate task, and some with impressive speeds, given the age
and performance of the aircraft they were flying.

Day 6, the final day of the task week, presented the most impressive
conditions of the week.  Class B pilots were given Lasham-Andover-

Bocian



Marlborough-Chievely-Lasham for 126 km and Class A pilots were set
Lasham-Andover-Swindon-Oxford-Chievely-Lasham for 187 km.

Some pilots reported average climbs of 5 kt, and it remained thermic
well into the evening.  Several more impressive flights were competed,
with impressive speeds.  Since the start of the task week, Nympsfield
had sent one of their flying aces to retrieve the ‘perpetual dispute’
plate, so Dan Chidley took advantage of the conditions to retrieve it
once more, and restore Lasham’s honour.

Later in the evening, pilots and their crew rushed to put away their
gliders to attend the Vintage Task Week Presentation Dinner.  The
Vintage Gliding Club clubhouse was transformed into a venue fit for
consuming a three-course dinner.  Prizes were awarded to the
following people for their achievements during the week.

� Geoffrey Stephenson Trophy – to Dan Chidley- top scorer Class A
� Keith Green Plate – to Derek Copeland - top scorer in Class B
� 2Excel Trophy – to Ray Whittaker - second highest scorer Class A
� David Innes Rose Bowl – to Richard Moyse - second in Class B
� VGC Decanter – to Richard Moyse for winning four days’ tasks
� Gary Pullen Cup – to Rob McEvoy for completing on Day 6 in a K8
� Navboys Flarm Prize – to Dan Chidley, as best newcomer

This year’s Vintage Task Week was a professionally run event, and
thanks go to our mains sponsors, 2Excel and Navboys.  It was
wonderful to see so many beautifully restored and maintained vintage
gliders soaring around Hampshire and beyond, and epitomised what
the vintage glider movement represents.  Despite some challenging
conditions, some pilots achieved some noteworthy flights in some very
old aircraft.
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The new SH7 (not part of Vintage Task Week!)

The 18m medallists on the podium at the Euros. 1st Wolfgang
Janowitsch, 2nd Mike Young, 3rd Bert Schmelzer



We are arranging another really good season of Saturday
evening events again this winter with something organised
most Saturdays from the bonfire night party through to Easter.

Most events will be free of charge, unless stated otherwise and you
do not need to be a member at Lasham to attend. Non-members and
members of other clubs are also most welcome.

Some dates and talks might change and some are not yet fully
arranged but listed below is the current situation. Updated lists will
be issued as the season progresses. Saturday talks will usually
commence at 6pm and will be held in the Brown Elephant briefing
room.

Although most of the events are free of charge it is customary that a
silver collection is made at the end of each talk for the Lasham Trust
or other deserving cause of the speaker’s choosing.

Dinner will be available in the restaurant afterwards. Booking is
advisable at thegoldenglider@outlook.com or 01256 384910. The
bar is also available to members and visitors at all times.

All events are subject to short notice change so if you are coming a
long way please check first to see if they are still taking place.

Saturday 4 Nov – Dr. Martin Kellet will present a talk about Aerial
Archaeology. Martin is an aeronautical engineer who also flies light
aircraft and has a passion for archaeology. He has flown and
photographed much of the Wessex landscape and has been the project
pilot for a number of historic landscape research projects.

Saturday 11 Nov – At 18:00 Charles Elsden will present a video
show of some of the very good video work he has done around Lasham
and at 18:30 our caterers, the Golden Glider have arranged a wine
tasting quiz with top prizes Quiz entry with roast supper included will

cost £19.99. The quiz and dinner is a ticketed event and tickets will
be available from the Golden Glider.

Saturday 18 Nov – Lasham Gliding Society Open meeting – This
event is for LGS members only and will commence at 1700 hours.

Saturday 25 Nov – “Turbulents, Tiger Moths and display flying” - a
talk by Jon Bastin on the good work that he does as a member of the
Turbulent team, This is the team who kicked off the aerobatic display
at the opening of the European Championships last August.

Saturday 2 Dec – The Diamond Light source. Dr David Allan, who is
a member will tell us about the Diamond Synchrotron at Harwell. This
is that circular building near Didcot. Pilots may wonder what goes on
there and this will be your chance to find out.

Saturday 9 Dec – A talk by Graeme Gow from the Air Accident
Investigations Branch on the good work done by the AAIB.

Saturday 16 Dec - Lasham’s traditional Christmas dining-in night.
Members and guests are welcome. This will be a ticketed event and
bookings will be taken by the Golden Glider nearer the time.

Saturday 23 Dec – No Lasham event will be planned..

Saturday 30 Dec – No Lasham event will be planned

Sunday 1 January 2018 – Traditional New Years Day Charity “Fun”
Run/Walk/Stagger/swagger around the peri track. Arranged by
Marjorie Hobby in aid of “Canine Partners” charity. Meet at the
Clubhouse for an 11:00 am start.
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Saturday 6 Jan 2018 – We start off the New Year’s evening talks
with another talk by retired Detective Chief Superintendent Paul
Stickler on historical murders in the 20th Century and before. Paul’s
talk was very well attended in previous years and this is the next
episode. More info on Paul's excellent web site:
www.historicalmurders.com

Saturday 13 Jan – A talk on Autogyros and flying them by Steve
Boxall

Saturday 20 Jan – A talk on the Cameron Balloon around the world
flight by Cameron’s Chief Engineer, Dave Boxall

Saturday 27 Jan – An event is planned and will be advised in due
course

Saturday 3 Feb – A talk by Nik Christides on London Taxis, the
knowledge and London oddities. Nik is half of the Golden Glider and
is our head chef at Lasham. Before he moved into catering, many will
not know that Nik was a London Cabbie.

Saturday 10 Feb – Two videos presented by Glyn Bradney. The first
is about Anne Welch OBE, who took a prominent role in the
development of British Gliding. The second was made in the late 1960s
and is called “gliders in the sky”.

Saturday 17 Feb – Flight over Germany – Flt Lt Russell ‘Rusty’
Waughman DFC – A chance to hear first-hand from a WW2 Lancaster
Veteran. Flight Lieutenant Russell "Rusty" Waughman was just 20
years-old when he flew his first sortie during the Battle of Berlin in
1943. Rusty is an excellent speaker and has some eye-opening stories
of what it was actually like to defend our isle during WW2.

Saturday 24 Feb – Lasham Gliding Society Annual General Meeting.
This event will be for LGS members only.

Saturday 3 March – A talk by Steve Markham on his 7/8th scale
replica Spitfire aircraft. Steve lives locally to Lasham and has built
and operates his Spitfire from a private strip near RAF Odiham.

Saturday 10 March – Hamilcars Horsas and Hotspurs as well as some
others. Glyn Bradney will tell us about military gliding operations and
military gliders from 1940 to 1945.

Saturday 17 March – A talk on Army aviation by our General
Manager, Gavin Spink. Before he became GM at Lasham, Gavin was
a senior pilot in the Army.

Saturday 24 March –A classical guitar recital by Jane Nash and some
friends. Jane is a member at Lasham and a highly accomplished guitar
player. If you did not manage to hear her play last year, this is one
not to be missed!

Saturday 31 March – A talk by Hugh Browning on Gliding accidents
and their avoidance. Many will know of Hugh’s excellent work on safety
in winch launching and aerotows. This is an update on some of the
other valuable work that Hugh has been doing.

Winter talks 2017/18
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Terry Flack (1938 -2017)

I was very sad to learn that
Terry Flack passed away on
14 July. He started gliding at
Lasham in 1997 and after
going solo, he became a keen
pilot and regular member of
The Monday Group.

In the group, Terry made many
friends and in 2008 went on the
expedition to Jaca with them.

In more recent years Terry joined
Crown Services Gliding Club
where he undertook longer local
flights - often to be seen in his
favourite glider, the CSGC K8

(831). He was also a great supporter of vintage gliding and Gliding
Heritage Centre activities.

Apart from gliding, Terry's interests included gardening and
ornithology. He was an RSPB member as well as Show Secretary of
Onslow Village Gardening Club where his sweet peas were prize-
winners.

Terry Flack's easy, helpful and friendly manner, his great sense of
humour and camaraderie really endeared him to the Lasham
community. He will be much missed. Our condolences go to Ruth and
all his family.

John Adams

Letter to editor
Last year I turned 70 and my kids asked what I wanted for a present.
Well I have most of the material things that one could reasonably
want and the request left me scratching my head. Then I remembered
that when I was 16, I had done some gliding at Sutton Bank in North
Yorkshire and that two years ago I had accidentally come across
Lasham Airfield when looking for car spares.

I enrolled in the first course of the year I think in April and my
objective was clear from the start - enjoy myself and don't be too
fussed if things did not come together too quickly because at 70 you
do not learn as fast as in your teens.

And enjoy myself I have! I have become a weekday member and try
to come twice a month or more. I have found that the best enjoyment
is being part of the support team to the day's activities retrieving
gliders and winch cables, helping with daily inspections and so on. It
doesn’t matter that I may get less than 30 minutes flying in a day as
the rest more than makes up for this interaction with other members.

After looking at my progress and what I enjoyed most (a bit of
thermalling), I have decided that I am not fussed if I never go solo
as what I like is flying. I also like the security of knowing that behind
me is someone with infinitely greater experience, who is there to help
my enjoyment along.

So I would like to say to all the instructors a big thank-you for your
tolerance and encouragement. I hope that the club will continue to
be the place I and others can fly for fun and enjoyment and not
necessarily to go solo.

What I would like to find  is a realistic flight simulator and a gaming
chair so I can practice at home, and may be then I will change my
mind about solo. Any suggestions?

Michael Noak

Terry Flack



34Lost for words

In 1983, Douglas Adams, author of The Hitchhiker’s Guide to
the Galaxy, and John Lloyd, the comedy genius behind Spitting
Image, Blackadder, Not the Nine O’Clock News and more, made
a startling discovery: the dictionaries of the world were
woefully incomplete.

The more they thought about
it the more concerned they
became, for everywhere they
looked they found objects,
situations, experiences and
feelings for which no words
had yet been invented. How
could it be, for example, that
there was nothing to describe
the puddle on the bar into
which the barman invariably
puts your change, no term for
a lost object that turns up as
soon as you’ve bought its
replacement, no word for the
vague uncomfortable feeling you get when taking a seat still warm
from someone else’s bottom, and no name for a coat hanger recycled
as a car aerial?

Further investigation revealed that ‘the world is littered with thousands
of spare words which spend their time doing nothing but loafing about
on signposts pointing at places’. With this insight Adams and Lloyd
now had the ingredients for publishing The Meaning of Liff, an essential
addendum to every dictionary.

And it’s thanks to their pioneering work we now know that:
Nempnett Thrubwell is the feeling experienced when driving off for
the first time on a brand new motorcycle,
Grimsby is a lump of something gristly and foul-tasting concealed in
mouthful of stew or pie, and
Minchinhampton describes the expression on a man’s face when he
has just zipped up his trousers without due care and attention. How
on earth did we get by before this vital work of lexical emancipation?

For all its richness, The Meaning of Liff is essentially a generalist work.
It has nothing to offer on the strange parallel universe that is the
world of gliding. Good work has already been done, of course, in
naming the many strange and exotic objects and activities
encountered in our sport – we know about spigots, spars, chords, dew
points, chandelles, strops, clag, graunch-bars, stonking thermals, base
legs and back releases. Some clubs may even have members who
know what they all mean. But a moment’s reflection and one realises
that there is still much to do.

We have no word for the surprise appearance of cockpit debris at
eye-level following an over enthusiastic stick forward manoeuvre. And
there is no vocabulary for that cloud, promising 8 up but just out of
range, nor the purposeful glare of a CFI intent upon a serious
bollocking (Ed: or the last kilometre to the turn-point that takes an
age)

So an urgent project is clearly called for to get gliding vocabulary out
of the hangar and fit for purpose. To make a start, and plagiarising
the eminently sensible Adams/Lloyd use of place names, here are a
few initial candidates ready for DI-ing and towing out by the Rising
Air readership.



Mickleby – a floppy gliding hat, once quite becoming on the head of its
owner, but now shrunk to the size of an infant’s bonnet on account of a
recent visit to the washing machine. It is usual for the owner to insist on
continuing to wear said hat, affecting total disdain for normal standards
of decorum at the launch point.

Nottingham – a natural law of gliding that governs the rate at which a
brand new buggy tow-rope will resolve into a line of rock solid granny
knots (see also Astrops). It is believed a senior member, in a senior
moment, adapted a fully-knotted tow rope as an ASI using the principle
of the nautical log. It never got off the ground.

Astrops – the self-tying knots created under the mysterious influence
of Nottingham.

Chettle – the momentary dribble of cable observed at the winch rollers
just after the glider has released and before tension is restored by the
drogue.

Funtington – a too timid attempt to enter a spin when observed from
the ground as part of the red card test.

Stragglethorpe – collective noun to describe the general tangle of loose
ends to parachute and cockpit straps that envelop all but the stoutest
pilots.

Whistley Green – a perfectly executed round out and ground run
performed in full view of the launch points’ fiercest critics.

Goring Gap – the excruciating time lapse between the commencement
of a hopelessly dud manoeuvre and the announcement from the rear
cockpit: ‘I have control’.

Upminster – an altimeter that is winding up nicely.

Feock – an altimeter that won’t stop winding down.

Bolsover – the canny knack of always turning the wrong way into a
thermal.

Little Missenden – a rigging manoeuvre intended to effect a tiny
adjustment at the spar end by heaving with all your might and main at
the wing tip, only to be told that it’s still out by a Missenden.

Great Missenden – (of rigging) the yawning amount by which the
opposite wing, which was previously fully home, is now displaced just as
its companion finally clicks into place.

Piddletrenthide – a discreet and indirect device for evacuating the
contents of a bottle of water from the cockpit zone.

Clodock – the sound of an airbrake lever locking home.

Wetwang – to complete a task with a huge plume of spray ostentatiously
spewing across the runway while overlooking the U of your WULF checks.

Wigwig – the flight instrument which no manufacturer has ever
remembered to incorporate into the cockpit panel and is therefore taped
to the outside of the canopy as an afterthought; unless you are flying
cabriolet, in which case you will be too bloody cold to care.

So the search is on for more gliding terminology that has gone AWOL.
A challenge, perhaps, for the next and future issues of Rising Air…

35Lost for words
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36Post-Initio number umpteen:
Doing an Expotition

Dear Intermediate Pilot,

Have you thought about doing an Expotition? Pooh Bear
recommends it and I do too… although you do not have
to go as far as Pooh’s North Pole.  Thermals at the North
Pole are, frankly, rubbish, and as there’s not a single bar
open for miles, so the Doom Bar is pretty much just ‘Doom’.

Gliding sites differ massively though and flying elsewhere can
be a treat and a real eye-opener. Consider… at Dunstable you
can scrape along a low hill because the site is below you… just...
but at Challock the hill is full of trees and the site is behind you
so you mustn’t scrape anything. Enstone has a half-used feel
about it… and echoes of distant war-time. The Mynd is high up
in a weird sort of saddle on the edge of a sprawling hill, Kenley
specialises in very low thermalling with London airspace close
over and all round you… a foretaste of what Lasham will be like
in ten years’ time.

But really you can’t call it a proper Expotition unless it’s further
away than this. The flying and scenery should be challenges you
simply could not encounter in dear old Hampshire. Otherwise
why bother?

How about Sutton Bank? The winch launch is nothing more than
a four hundred foot ‘lob’ off a vertical escarpment… you have to
admit that’s different! And Millfield looks interesting… right on
the edge of the Cheviots. The snag is it’s the downwind edge…
so you take off and land in rotor… and it’s usually closed
midweek. Apart from that though…

Now it’s no good just turning up at these places and saying…
“Hi.. I’m a whizzkid from Lasham…” because all they’ll say is

“Ah… never mind… it’s not your fault… you probably did what
you could...” and book you in for an air experience flight. *
Even after you’ve demonstrated your prowess over their territory
they’re not going to beg you to take their unworthy single-seater
for a spin… if they happen to have a single-seater still in one
piece… that is. They’ll declare it U/S and hide it round the back
somewhere until you’ve safely scarpered.

No, the way to fly elsewhere is to go as part of an official Lasham
foray. This has the huge advantage that nicely priced
accommodation is laid on for everyone… except perhaps the last
chap to book. The club you’re visiting expects you and lets your
own instructors get on with it in your own aircraft in your own
way. What the local club members make of it all remains... for
the most part… politely muffled.

* That’s exactly what they did say to me at Sutton Bank!

It’s never like this! This is what is known as a ‘brochure’ shot…



You also get to know Lasham members you haven’t encountered
before and may, in certain circumstances… when it’s tipping it
down and the bar’s been open a while… get to hear Dave
Williams’ extraordinary land-out stories.

My favourite Expotition is Lasham North… a tad below the North
Pole… otherwise known as Aboyne. The eastern Grampians are
nothing like Hampshire. The following cosy concepts have to go
clean out of the DV panel:
·   Fields
·  Warmth
·  The Horizon
·  Confidence
·  Gentleness
·  Ease

So in order to sharpen up your flying considerably and prepare
you for What Must One Day Surely Come I hereby offer the
following advice:

HOW TO LAND AT ABOYNE

Weather:  We are talking here of a normal westerly or
north-westerly wind… not the traditional gale but possibly
lively-ish.  And it can change. With flights lasting up to two hours
things might be quite different by the time you get back…
Scotland might have declared UDI for instance.  Or become part
of France.

Situation: The story goes that some mad Scottish Admiral… a
bit tipsy after a wild night of neeps, tatties, Speyside malts and
heavy rain… managed to drive his aircraft carrier a surprising
distance up the Dee estuary before it eventually ground to a

halt at a bend in the river. Then it sank down into the bog. This
is now immortalised as the Deeside Gliding Club with the
clubhouse standing where the ‘island’ used to be… before
scrappies carried it off. Well it gives you a rough idea about the
size. Another way of thinking about it is like a mini Heathrow…
two long E-W runways with a short one crossing NW… only for
model gliders… not full-size ones!  The western runway headings
are called ’two-seven’. They’re two-eight really but ‘seven’
sounded more biblical.

There’s no undershoot but maybe some overshoot if you’re
lucky… which means cows standing in well-spaced E-W rows.
And no matter how vile the crosswind you mustn’t wander off
the narrow tarmac. In the old days, half-buried glacial granitic
erratics would rip your undercart clean off… but even now, after
numerous ‘improvements’, it’s still not a safe thing to do.
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Locating the airfield: The runways are so narrow you can’t
see them in certain lights… or above 2000’. Look for the tell-
tale bend in the river. The pulp mill is a Godsend… even when
it’s not running. At a distance this is likely to be your one
distinguishing feature. It’s also a good High Key point. Aboyne
town means you’ve overshot east. Aberdeen airspace
warnings also mean you’ve overshot.

Use of the Radio: is compulsory. No matter how dire your
situation, your landing has to be expected... just like
Heathrow. You need to get a crew in place to pull you off the
runway because someone even more desperate than you
might be right behind you. Or several others in fact.  Call five
or ten minutes ahead with your ID. You need to start with
1500’ minimum… but up to 2000’ is recommended over the
lochs. Oh…. there are two lochs… did I mention? Everything at
Aboyne revolves around these two lochs. But before you
commit yourself to landing listen to the radio traffic and peer
at the runways. If it looks hectic, consider ‘parking’ over an
upwind slope*  until things calm down a bit. This is one of
many reasons why extra height can be useful. Then head for
the pulp mill and when it looms call “Lasham Ground… I say
chaps it’s me… surprise… downwind for 27 left”.

Downwind: Basically you still need twice the height you
would at Lasham… for an airfield one sixth the size! 1,400’ is
sort–of normal but 1,600’ not unreasonable. On the usual left-
hand circuit you can get thrown around quite badly from the
curl-over off the Glen Tanar slopes. You get slammed up…
slammed down... and tipped over both ways. You might want
to edge out a bit further south to use up surplus height but try
not to look down at the steep, thickly forested hills… it will
only un-nerve you further! By the time you turn crosswind you

will be thoroughly shaken… in every sense. A bit of ‘south’ in
the wind will definitely do this and you’ll feel like a leaf in a
tumble-drier. Try not to panic.

Crosswind: Now you appreciate the true horror of your
approach. At twice normal height your first appalling view of
the pencil-line ‘runways’ from, say, 800 feet is thoroughly un-
nerving. It is at this point that stout hearts sometimes
collapse… perfectly competent cross-country pilots can burst
into tears, burying their heads in their hands. Which is not
good… really… in the circumstances... not solo anyway.
The instructors will try to re-assure you: “Look,” they say,
“you’re a bit high, but both windsocks are pointing in roughly
similar directions… what more do you want?”

Vast amounts of airbrake seem called for but I would be
cautious… definitely use a bit… but in careful bursts. Consider
the wind… if it’s not a hurricane maybe use some of the height
to edge out east over crash country… give yourself more time
to recover composure. You can study the crosswind drift a
little longer.  Never throw away height until you are sure you
don’t need it. DO NOT COPY THE LOCALS… especially His
Bobness in the Capstan. His Bobness will come barrelling in on
a curving track at around 350 feet… changing runways at the
last moment.  There are five reasons why he might do this
and why you should not:
1: He’s been doing this for about a hundred years.
2: In his book these crosswinds are ‘mild’.
3: He is almost completely fearless.
4: He flies hang-gliders and is slightly crazy.
5: He part-owns the aircraft!

      * - over it, not on it…
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Finals: Be of stout heart and remember these nine crucial
points:

1. Even though you are not Jesus the air will miraculously
calm down as you pray and lose height.

2. The short narrow runways make you look higher than
you actually are.

3. Take the left-hand southern runway… it’s a tad wider…
unless blocked. In which case change runways instantly
and say so on the radio.

4. Do not dither. You are now at the worst spot for dither-
ing in the entire country.

5. You have nerves of steel… and so do your instructors!

6. So don’t plunge down desperately aiming for a runway
end… which every nerve will tell you to do. Make it look
vaguely organised and aim to touch down about a third
of the way in.

7. Use the first quarter of the runway to finalise your drift
offset. If you see tarmac under you… keep it that way! If
you don’t, you have about four seconds to find some.

8. Taxi to the end, keeping straight. You must go past the
last yellow line or Bob will have you.

9.  Some speed on the tarmac is a Good Thing for control
over weather-cocking, so don’t throw it away too soon.
Just make sure your wheel brake works at the end. (I
should have mentioned that at the beginning… don’t fly
without a good wheel brake… did I say that?)

Aftermath: Don’t worry if your approach and drift kick-off
wasn’t tidy. Few Aboyne approaches are when the wind gets
going. In lively weather even experienced Lasham pilots might
not get to solo in a week. Think of it like SAS selection… there
is no shame in being RTU’d*… it’s a tricky site!

Remember, the locals peering at you from the clubhouse are
not really judging you… at least they don’t have actual score
cards.  They are polite and seldom laugh out loud…

If, during the day, you hear a distant rumbling crash… it might
not be a colleague hitting a hangar. It’s probably the pulp mill
unloading nineteen tons of logs kind of sharp-ish.

And if you ever wonder ‘Why on earth am I doing this?’
remember… it’s fun! Remember ‘fun’?

It’ll sharpen up your flying and it’s a cracking sheep and goat
separator. Now… are you a cracked sheep or a cracked goat?

Don’t answer that!

Ebenezer Grimshaw
                                                           *Returned To Unit!
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(all lists are alphabetical. Some posts are part-time)

Committee of Management
Mike Clarke (Chairman)
Chris Marren
John McCullagh (Hon Treasurer)
Mike Philpott (Vice chairman)
Julian Richardson
Colin Short

General Manager
Gavin Spink

Flying staff
Colin Watt (Chief Flying Instructor)
Ed Lockhart DCFI (Part time)
Michael Harrison Staff tug pilot
Mike Birch (Summer course/list instructor)
Jordan Bridge (Summer course/list instructor)
Martin Conboy/John Brooke. (Summer course/list
Instructor job share)

Office staff
Joan Carey (Finance manager)
Sue Cook
Sharon Farr
Angela McVie
Sharon White

Workshop
Stuart Clay (Licensed Engineer)
Richard Moyse (Aircraft Workshop Manager)
Gayl Wheelwright (Aircraft Maintenance Manager)

Facilities and winch
Gary Pullen (part-time)
Scott Thompson
Quintin Wheelwright (Facilities manager)
Assistant groundsman (to be appointed)
Mateuz “Matt” Gocek (part-time winchman and
workshop fitter)

Cleaners
Keith & Barbara Chiverton

Restaurant and bar franchisees
Golden Glider Ltd (Alice, Fi and Nick Christides)
01256 384 910

Other roles
Dave Bowtell (Youth Scheme)
Dave Hopgood (Tugmaster)
Colin Jackson (Airspace)
Gary Pullen  (Safety Officer)
Colin Watt (Child Protection Officer)

Sub-committee chairmen
Caravan - Bill Bullimore
Competitions - Alex Phillips
Flying - Colin Watt
Marketing - vacant
Social - vacant
Single-seaters - Rick Bastin

Volunteers
Throughout the Society there are many other
volunteers and occasional employees. These are
too numerous to mention but they always have
our thanks.

Lasham Trust & Lasham Charitable Trust
The places for donations to make Lasham even
better. The trustees are: Graham Garnett and
Nigel Mallender, Mike Philpott and the Society’s
chairman
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